Abstract-In numerical simulations of Maxwell's equations for problems with disparate geometric scales, it is often advantageous to use grids of varying densities over different portions of the computational domain. In simulations involving structured finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) grids, this strategy is often referred as subgridding (SG). Although SG can lead to major computational savings, it is known to cause instabilities, spurious reflections, and other accuracy problems. In this paper, we introduce two strategies to combat these problems. First, we present an overlapped SG (OSG) approach combined with digital filters (in space). OSG can recover standard SG (SSG) schemes but it is based upon a more general, explicit separation between interpolation/decimation operations and the FDTD field update itself. This allows for a better classification of errors associated with the subgrid interface. More importantly, digital filters and phase matching techniques can be then employed to combat those errors. Second, we introduce SG with a domain overriding (SG-DO) strategy, consisting of overlapped (sub)grid regions that contain auxiliary (buffer) subdomains with perfectly matched layers (PML) to allow explicit control on the reflection and transmission properties at SG interfaces. 
I. INTRODUCTION

F
OR MANY electromagnetic problems with disparate geometric scales, the computational cost of using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) algorithm [1] to solve Maxwell's equations can be alleviated by using different cell sizes over different portions of the computational domain, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . This approach is commonly known in the FDTD literature as subgridding (SG) [2] - [16] . Common problems associated with SG, however, are unconditional instabilities, spurious reflections, and accuracy problems. Considerable effort has been devoted in attempts to alleviate these problems. This has included modified rate-conversion coefficients and algorithms for the interpolation/decimation between the fine and coarse interfaces, which may depend on polynomial approximations [2] , [7] , [9] , or conforming plane wave solutions [10] , [11] . Many of the standard SG (SSG) schemes currently being used incorporate neighbor averaging for the interpolation (spatial rate conversion) procedure. Although improvements can be achieved by such strategies [11] , a more robust solution is yet to be found. In this paper, we introduce two strategies toward increasing the accuracy and dynamic range of subgridded FDTD simulations. The first strategy is based on overlapped SG (OSG) [3] - [6] to provide an explicit factorization between update equations and decimation-interpolation operations. This factorization yields an overlapping region where two different field representations coexist, allowing for better treatment of the errors associated with the field representation at the SG interface. These errors are discussed in Section II and include: i) aliasing between fine and coarse representations due to suboptimal application of decimation/interpolation (D/I); ii) cutoff of high frequencies, due to the absence of a high frequency band in the coarse region; and iii) numerical impedance mismatch due to the different discrete impedances at the coarse and fine grids.
In order to combat i), digital filters are employed as spatial decimators and interpolators for the fields at the subgrid interface. A phase compensation procedure is also introduced to reduce the reflection caused by iii). The performance of OSG with filtering schemes (OSG-F) and phase compensation is analyzed and compared against SSG schemes based on either three-point averaging or five point linear averaging. We show that OSG-F yields improvement over the traditional schemes for all propagation angles and in a broad range of frequencies.
A solution to problem ii) requires suppression of high frequencies before they reach the SG interface. To achieve this objective it is necessary to separate high-frequency from low-frequency components and to provide a reflectionless termination of incoming high frequency components. The first functionality can be (approximately) provided by a filter, while the second functionality points to an absorbing boundary condition. However, in practice, it is not possible to design high/low-pass spatial filters of moderate length with satisfactory out-of-band performance. As a result, a second strategy is introduced here, consisting of SG schemes with domain overriding (SG-DO). SG-DO makes use of auxiliary (buffer) subdomains with perfectly matched layers (PML) [23] that enforce the desired direction of energy flow at SG interfaces (down to PML reflection levels). SG-DO performance can be explicitly controlled by using different numbers of PML layers. We show that SG-DO schemes using overriding grids can substantially decrease residual errors from FDTD simulations involving SG.
II. OVERLAPPED SUBGRIDDING
Consider a FDTD domain with two regions having different cell sizes, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , and assume a two-dimensional (2-D) problem for simplicity. At the interface, SSG schemes proceed by modifying the local FD operators [8] - [12] . The operations involved in the update equations, when performed on the coarse representation for use in the fine update, represent an interpolation, and when performed on the fine representation for use in the coarse update represent a decimation. In SSG, the underlying interpolation/decimation operations are often intertwined with modified FD operators (mesh stitching) [8] - [12] .
A more general approach is to consider both all-fine and allcoarse gridded solutions of the problem co-existing simultaneously within a limited region of the grid (mesh overlap), and then to define SG as a multirate digital signal processing (DSP) transfer operator [17] between these two representations on that region, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Digital filters are applied on the field values of the fine grid only, as defined by (1) (1)
Here, and represents arrays with magnetic/electric field components along the subgrid interfaces, residing along the parallel lines shown in Fig. 2 . The and represent decimation and interpolation filter impulse responses, respectively. The symbol represents a discrete convolution, is a downsampling operation, and is an upsampling operation. These operators are defined in Appendix A.
From an algorithmic point of view, OSG can recover SSG schemes if particular (simple) filters are chosen, but OSG provides a more simple route for better classifying SG errors. More importantly, the interpolation operation in OSG can be represented as a multirate DSP operation involving up-and down-sampling and filters. Especially designed digital filters and phase matching techniques can be used to optimize this operation [17] . Before discussing the design of these operations, we discuss next three sources of numerical error at SG interfaces.
A. Aliasing
The physical correspondence of the field representations at the SG interface needs to be enforced during the conversion of the field representation from one resolution to another. D/I filtering operations (1), can be written in frequency domain as (2) Here, are discretetime Fourier transforms (DTFT) of the electric and magnetic fields and the D/I filter impulse responses, respectively. Note that, the same notation is used for both spatial and Fourier domain components, with the argument identifying the latter. is the SG ratio and is the spatial frequency (wavenumber) of the field along the interface.
Ideally, an exact correspondence between fine and coarse medium field values require the spatial frequency content to be equal in both mediums. This can be stated as Comparing (2) and (3), we observe the presence of additional terms in the summation , or aliasing copies. We also observe the existence of multiplying factors, which depends on the spectral characteristics of and . These filter characteristics can be designed to minimize aliasing. This will be discussed in Section III.
B. High Frequency Cutoff
High (spatial) frequency field components in the fine region cannot be present in the coarse grid due to the Nyquist limit [17] . This also implies that spurious reflections are produced when high frequency energy exists in the fine region. A fundamental criteria for removing this problem is to keep the field on the fine medium band-limited, i.e.,
. In practice, it is not always possible to have zero energy in the high frequencies. The amount of energy in those regions depends on grid cell size and the spatial frequency of the field. In principle, it can be minimized by using (overall) smaller grid cells, but this negates the main objective of SG in FDTD.
C. Numerical Impedance Mismatch
In discrete space, the wave impedance is a function of the local cell size [1] . In order to match fine and coarse impedances along the SG interface, an impedance compensation strategy is necessary. This problem is also related to the difference in the numerical phase velocity (caused by numerical dispersion) at the interface. In the overlapping region, an incident plane wave would propagate at a slight different directions (refraction effect) and speeds in the fine and coarse regions. This effect is especially pronounced at large incidence angles, causing spurious reflection (and transmission) errors. This problem is addressed in Section IV.
Finally, we also note errors produced by i)-iii) above are subject to multiple reflections at the SG interfaces. This is by itself a source of additional problems [18] . In general, the total residual error caused by SG interfaces is given by a sum of cascaded D/I filtering operations.
III. REDUCING ALIASING BY DIGITAL FILTERING
A. Aliasing Removal Conditions and Low-Pass Filtering
Spatial aliasing at SG interfaces can be minimized using (spatial) digital filters. Similar ideas have been expressed in [16] , where Chebyshev filters have been utilized toward this purpose. Here, we use digital finite impulse response (FIR) filters instead.
Aliasing suppression requires the conditions below to hold if otherwise if otherwise (4) and are designed as low-pass filters with cutoff to remove aliasing copies after/before up/down-sampling operations. One can design satisfactory FIR low-pass filters for this purpose using Remez, least-squares, or frequency sampling techniques [17] . We note that SSG via nearest neighbor interpolation corresponds to a filter having an impulse response for a SG ratio of 3. It is clear that this is a poor approximation to the ideal low pass filter. DSP analysis shows that the filter result in artifacts in the high-frequencies.
While designing digital filters for this purpose, it is advantageous to make them close to ideal near critical frequencies, i.e., the central operating frequency and corresponding aliasing frequencies. In this way, a better performance can be obtained for smaller filter lengths. The computational overhead involved when using different filter lengths is discussed in Section VI-D.
In general, the aliasing removal criteria for the digital filters reads as if if any otherwise if if any otherwise (5) where bounds the frequencies of interest, and .
B. Aliasing Cancellation Conditions
The filtering procedure above optimizes spatial operators which either interpolate coarse to fine or decimate fine to coarse separately. It is also possible to optimize the combined operation where a certain field vector at the fine grid region is decimated to the coarse region and then interpolated back to the fine region. This can be done by equating the subgridded fields after the interpolation and decimation operations to the case with no SG. We get the criteria below as a result (6) This criteria is very similar to the aliasing cancellation condition (ACC) commonly used for perfect reconstruction in modern filter-banks approach in DSP, but can be achieved exactly for one time step and along the normal direction only (this criteria also becomes less important at grazing directions because numerical impedance mismatch is dominant). In addition, this condition can be verified for one of the two interfaces depicted in Fig. 2 , but not both simultaneously. Thus, aliased data would still propagate in between the SG regions.
C. Summary
The interpolator and decimator should ideally observe both low-pass filtering and aliasing cancellation criteria. For a three-length filter, it can be easily shown that the choice satisfies criterion (6.a) exactly and criteria (5.a) at aliasing frequencies. However, the performance of the multirate operations can be dramatically improved if more points are used. Good D/I filters are not always sufficient to provide robust improvements because errors caused by numerical impedance mismatch can also be important. Therefore, these filters should be used in conjunction with impedance matching strategies discussed next.
IV. NUMERICAL IMPEDANCE MATCHING
As mentioned before, the wave impedance in the FDTD grid is a function of the cell size. A possible way to achieve impedance matching is to modify (compensate) the discrete impedances in one of the grid regions, so that exact impedance match occurs for some central frequency of interest and incidence angle(s). Without such compensation, impedance match would occur only in the high refinement (or low frequency) limit. The compensation is more appropriately done in the coarse domain where deviation from the continuum physics is larger. We also refer to this procedure as phase compensation since it approximately matches the phase velocities at the fine and coarse grids.
Phase compensation can achieved by scaling (stretching) the metric of space along the subgrid interface in the coarse medium [19] . This is equivalent to replacing the spatial derivative operators along the SG interface coordinate by in the coarse medium, where is a compensation factor close to unity. A similar procedure can be done along the normal direction , if necessary (when, e.g., nonuniform gridding occurs in that direction). This is also equivalent to replacing the background medium by an anisotropic, phase-correcting medium having anisotropic permittivity and permeability [20] , [21] .
V. SUBGRIDDING WITH DOMAIN OVERRIDING
An SG-DO is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the topmost plane refers to the fine grid and the bottommost plane to the coarse grid.
For simplicity, we again depict a 2-Dproblem. The vertical plane represents the SG interface where both fine and coarse grid coexist. Note that the coarse and fine grids are not terminated right at the SG interface, but instead extend toward a PML termination. These extensions do not represent any part of the original physical domain and are only a computational device. The PML terminations provide the required reflectionless property down to PMLreflectionlevels(inprinciple,otherabsorbingboundarycondition could be used for this purpose as well). In addition, correct transmissionconditionsfromfinetocoarseandcoarsetofinegrids shouldalsobeprovided.Thisisdonebyfirstinjectingthefieldvectors onto the opposite (fine/coarse) grid. The injected values are then set to propagate in only one direction to avoid returning to the subgridded interface and being re-injected back. This one way injection propertyis provided by the sequence of operations listed in (7) below, and by the use of two additional auxiliary subdomains, denoted as fine auxiliary grid and coarse auxiliary grid in Fig. 3 , both terminated by PML (7) In the above operations, and represent the magnetic/electric field components (array) along the SG interface, as shown in Fig. 3 . The symbol represents a replacement operator. The first two operations above decimate/interpolate the waves on the interface and inject them in the correspondingauxiliarysubdomaingrids.Thethirdandfourthoperations subtract the fine/coarse grid field components from the field components in the auxiliary grids to produce only incoming waves toward the interface. The final two operations add the outgoingwavefieldcomponentsintheauxiliarygridstotheincoming wave field in the fine/coarse grid to inject the fields into the corresponding grids. Operations (7) can be incorporated into a regular FDTD update using the following steps: 1) Regular FDTD update onall fieldsexcept ;2)ModifiedFDTDupdate [as suggested by (7)] on and ; 3) Interpolate/decimate and (as suggested by (7)); 4) Regular FDTD update on all fields except ; 5) Modified FDTD update (as suggested by (7)) on and ; and 6) Repeat. These operations enforce certain grid regions to admit one-way propagation only (down to PML reflection levels). The enforced directionality is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Fig. 5 further illustrates the overall directionality of the SG-DO scheme versus a SSG.
The DO strategy can be generalized to corner regions, as illustrated in Fig. 6 . This figure shows a square patch, but the strategy below is applicable to arbitrary aspect ratios. This generalization, denoted as , can be implemented more easily by using an object oriented approach, in which different FDTD subdomains are created and updated as an instance of a main building block, as schematized in Fig. 6 . The building block in Fig. 6 , is composed of i) one main block region which is terminated at all sides by PML; ii) four level-1 temporary overriding domains at the four sides for injection onto the main block region: xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax; and iii) another four level-2 (smaller) overriding domains xmin-ymin, xmin-ymax, xmax-ymin, xmax-ymax for injection in the four level-1 overriding domains. In order to connect two neighbor building blocks, the grid regions having a common intersection area should be connected using regular SG-DO.
As an example, a 2 2 tile connection is illustrated in Fig. 7 and the associated SG-DO updates are listed in Table I . Each of the four level-2 overriding domains situated at the center of Fig. 7 are shared by two SG-DO schemes, making the total number of separate overriding grids in this case equal to 16.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR OSG-F
The performance of OSG-F can be evaluated by measuring the residual errors from the SG interface and comparing it with the residual errors from standard nonoverlapping subgridding scheme. For simplicity, the following examples consider a 2-D-TE wave on a homogeneous background medium. A broadband, soft magnetic point source with time excitation for and otherwise is used (Blackman-Harris pulse derivative). The simulation setups for evaluation of the residual error in the fine grid region for planar interfaces and corner cases are depicted in Fig. 8 .
The spatial distribution of the residual error at a given timestep (snapshot) is calculated by taking the difference between the results from simulations with and without SG (reference result). Two different FDTD setups are used for reference result calculations: An all-coarse domain with a coarse grid source is used as reference for the residual error evaluation in the coarse grid region, whereas an all-fine domain with a fine grid source is used as reference for the residual error evaluation in the fine grid region. This procedure isolates the residual error caused from SG alone from those intrinsic to FDTD (such as numerical dispersion). We chose to normalize the difference by the largest overall field value in the domain without SG at that particular time step. This procedure makes sure that the error magnitude is scaled by an incident field magnitude. This residual error measure writes as For plots depicting the evolution of the residual error over time, the difference in the field values is calculated at a particular grid point and normalized by the largest field value at all times at that particular point. This is given by
A. Aliasing Removal Filter Results
Subgridding is applied along the -direction, connecting a fine grid to a coarse grid. A point source is placed 12 grid steps away from the center of the SG interface (see Fig. 8) , and SG refinement ratio of and are used. The period of the source function for the fine and coarse grid residual error evaluations below are , and , respectively. This keeps the lowest spatial sampling rate of the source function proportional to grid steps/wavelength for each . The 29-point FIR least-squares filters for , are given in Appendix B. The constant filter for is simply , while the linear filter for is implemented as . Constant and linear interpolation filters for other are designed correspondingly. Interpolation filters are chosen same with the decimation filters with appropriate scaling, , for all filters. The corresponding filter spectra are shown in Fig. 9 . The residual error for SSG with 3-point constant averaging (SSG-C3), SSG with 5-point linear filter (SSG-L5) and OSG-F is inspected by plotting: 1) its distribution over all grid points at a particular time step (snapshot); 2) its maximum value for all angles as a function of time, as well as; 3) the maximum error in time as a function of angle. A time step equal to is chosen for the snapshot plots in Fig. 10 .
As seen in Fig. 10 , the OSG-F exhibits about 10 dB improvement in the fine grid for observation angles , close to the normal, . For grazing angles, the improvement is less pronounced. This is because, for those angles, the numerical impedance mismatch errors dominate the multirate processing errors. We also note that SSG-L5 filter shows slightly worse performance than with 3-point averaging, which, in principle, seems counterintuitive. This is because 3-point constant filter has a better aliasing-cancellation property. In the spatial domain an impulse signal for the 3-point averaging case at the coarse, , is interpolated to the fine as and decimated back to the coarse as . However, in the 5-point linear filter case, it is interpolated as and decimated back to the coarse as . As mentioned before, this translates (in the spectral domain) to condition (6) .
The reduction on residual errors for the fine region for different and frequencies is summarized in Table II , where is the normalized period, and is the period of the source function. The reduction on residual errors at and in the coarse region is summarized in Table III .
B. Results Including Numerical Impedance Matching
As discussed in Section IV, the improvement achieved by filters at grazing angles is limited by the numerical impedance mismatch. However, it is possible to reduce the error at these angles by using phase compensation in conjunction with filters. Fig. 11 shows the residual errors for an example using both strategies. The label PC on this and other figures stands for phase compensated (impedance matched) results. 
TABLE II FINE REGION RESIDUAL ERROR REDUCTION FOR OSG-F
In Fig. 11 , we observe no improvement for SSG-C3 and SSG-L5 when used together with phase compensation compared in Fig. 10 , since the errors caused by the interpolation/decimation operations dominate over the numerical impedance mismatch in those cases. On the other hand, the performance of OSG-F with phase compensation is clearly improved for grazing angles, and an average improvement of about 10 dB now exists for all angles in comparison with 3-point averaging and 5-point linear filter. We also observe a minor increase in the error for the normal incidence when compared to Fig. 10 , which is expected from the compensation scheme behavior. It is important to note that the phase compensation strategy is observed to further reduce residual errors only when used in conjunction with OSG-F. Table IV shows the reduction in the residual error at the fine grid versus filter length. The column labeled as Normal in this table indicates the reduction in residual error for normal incidence angles. The column labeled as Minimax indicates the minimum improvement at all angles corresponding to the maximum residual error at all times. MATLAB 1 parameters denotes the input parameters used to design the filters for specific lengths. As an example, the MATLAB command corresponding to a FIR filter of size 29 designed by least-squares is firls(28, [0 .2 .4 1], [1 1 0 0]). This table shows that the minimum filter length required to yield improvements for all angles is around 15.
C. Corner Region Tests
The setup depicted in Fig. 8(b) with and is used to test corner case reflections. The point source is placed 45 (fine) grid steps away from both and subgridding interfaces in the fine region. Phase compensation with is used in the corner tests. Fig. 12 shows the spatial distribution and time evolution of the residual error.
It is observed that improvements in simulations involving corners are similar to the planar interface case. Note that interpolation and decimation filter stencils for the OSG-F, when applied near the corner of the fine domain, may partially fall outside the fine region interface. Coarse field values outside the interface are available and can be used the same way as before. However, not all fine field values outside the interface are available. A solution to this problem is to interpolate the coarse fields corresponding to the missing fine fields, and use them in asubsequentD/I operation.
D. Computational Overhead
If we denote as the number of fine grid points along the subgridding interface and as the length of the D/I filters then multiplications are required for decimation and another are required for interpolation. The number of multiplications required for interpolation is less than decimation Here, q = 0:9900; n = 100 (time step for spatial plot), M = 3, and T = 90. since multiplication by zeros can easily be avoided in the convolution implementation. Thus, a total of extra multiplications is required for OSG-F scheme. OSG-F also requires extra grid points as a memory requirement. Note that both and have one less dimension than the computational domain itself, and hence this additional cost is not too significant. All the numerical tests in this paper are performed in double precision. However single precision can be used for both storage of filter coefficients and filtering operations without a considerable impact on accuracy or stability. The phase compensation strategy does not incur on any additional CPU time or memory cost. 
E. Late-Time Stability
Subgridding schemes are notoriously prone to late-time instabilities. We have tested late-time stability of subgridding schemes via numerical simulations, since a rigorous analysis of stability [15] , [22] is not practical in this case. The setup in Section VI-A, with
and a grid refinement ratio of 3 (when applicable), is used for the stability tests. The simulations are run for time steps. No instabilities have been observed for SSG and OSG-F.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR SG-DO
The performance of SG-DO is evaluated by comparing the residual errors from SG-DO simulations against SSG. In the following examples, a polynomial grading profile of second order is used for all UPML conductivities in the auxiliary domains.
A. Edge Tests
The setup in Fig. 8(a) is used again for edge tests. A soft point source is placed 12 grid cells away from the center of the subgridding interface, where subgridding refinement ratios of and are used. The periods of the source function for the fine grid and coarse grid residual error evaluations below are time steps with . This keeps the lowest spatial sampling rate of the source function proportional to for different . Both decimation and interpolation filters are chosen to be constant filters (nonweighted averages of neighbor field values) for the operations in (2) . For example, the 3-point constant filters for the SSG and SG-DO cases are . The improvement of residual error versus angle is illustrated by plotting the field error in the fine grid region at time step 100, as shown in Fig. 13 . We observe that SG-DO yields an improvement of about 30 dB with a 6-cells PML layer and of about 50 dB for an 8-cells PML layer for all angles. The residual error as a function of time at a sampling point collocated to the source point is plotted in Fig. 13(b) .
It is possible to reduce the residual errors further down by increasing the number of PML layers. The average improvement of SG-DO versus SSG with respect to frequency (or, equivalently, ) and at two probe angles (see Fig. 6 ) is summarized in Tables V and VI. In contrast to SSG optimization schemes [11] , the residual error reduction achieved by SG-DO is approximately constant for a wide angular span. We also notice that the relative improvement increases for larger .
B. Corner Tests
Similar tests are done for subgridding involving corner regions using SG-DO for the setup described in Fig. 8(b) . Residual errors for both fine and coarse regions are evaluated. Fig. 14 shows fine-grid residual errors for SG-DO where the source is placed on the fine side and the residual error is evaluated in the same region. Both space and time plots show an improvement around 40 dB using 12-cells PML layer. Fig. 15 shows the coarse grid residual error evaluation for SG-DO . In this example, the source is placed in the coarse grid in region 4 (see Fig. 7 ) and the residual error is plotted as a function of spatial position, and as a function of time for a sampling point within region 2. The reduction on the residual error versus the SSG case reaches about 10 dB for grazing angles, and about 50 dB around the normal angle, in this example. The error at grazing angles is larger due to the worse performance of PML at those angles.
C. Weak Scattering Example
In this example, the exact same setup as in the edge residual error tests is used, except that a small dielectric scatterer with size 3 1 cells and is placed in the coarse medium at 20 coarse-grid points away from the subgridding interface. The center of the dielectric scatterer is located at the same -coordinate of the source point. The scattered field as a function of time is recorded at the probe point in the fine region and plotted in Fig. 16 .
While the reflection from the dielectric scatterer is clearly visible from the simulation employing SG-DO, residual subgridding errors in the simulation employing SSG and shadows the weak scattering. This is a contrived example to illustrate the increased dynamic range made possible by SG-DO, which allows discrimination of weaker scattering mechanisms. 
D. Metamaterial Slab Example
In Fig. 17 , we plot the electric field distribution from the FDTD simulation of a point source placed next to a microporous thin Si (MPSi) slab with punched cylindrical air holes. This (meta)material exhibits so-called "superlensing effect" (spot size focusing below the classical diffraction limit). This effect was originally attributed to negative refraction mechanisms [24] , although this is a near field effect and hence that interpretation is not strictly valid [25] , [26] . Fig. 17(a) clearly shows the "superlensing effect," which produces an image on the opposite side of the MPSi slab. Fig. 17(b) illustrates an 180 phase shift effect for the thinner slab. The slab thicknesses are and , respectively. The diameter of the punched holes are , and , respectively. The lattice spacing is , and , respectively. Here, is the free-space wavelength. In this example, SG-DO is used to discretize the computational domain within the MPSi slab with a more refined grid than the outside (air) with . PML layers) at a sampling point close to the subgridding interface. The SG-DO yields an improvement against SSG of about 15 dB in this case. 
E. Computational Overhead
Here, we consider an typical example to illustrate the memory overhead of SG-DO. For this problem, an all-fine 2-D FDTD grid employs and grid points along the and directions, respectively. We consider a corresponding subgridded 2-D FDTD simulation where the subgridding interface is located at in the computational domain and equilateral grids everywhere. We denote as the coarse region length in terms of number of fine grid nodes. In this case, there are (coarse) grid points along the direction in the coarse region.
is the number of PML layers used in the auxiliary grids for both regions.
From the above, the total number of grid points for the nonsubgridded (NSG), SSG, and SG-DO simulations becomes and , respectively.
As an example, for a 2-D FDTD grid with and , and with , we have . Subgridded simulations give instead and . In this case, the memory overhead of SG-DO from SSG is about 14.5%.
F. Late-Time Stability
The setup in Section VI-A, with and is used for late-time stability tests in our case. The simulations are run for time steps. For unstable simulations within this time frame, a bursting point is defined as the time step where the field magnitude becomes twice of the corresponding field value in the reference simulation. Fig. 19 lists bursting points for different number of PML cells in the SG-DO and different domain sizes. For simulations with two outer layer PML or more, no instabilities were observed.
It is observed that the bursting point does not depend on the length of the subgridding interface. However, it is delayed in larger domains or when larger number of PML cells is used in the auxiliary domains. Note that the test in Fig. 19 correspond to a lossless closed cavity; the bursting point can be delayed dramatically (or not observed) if any loss mechanism exists in as the total height of the computational domain in terms of coarse grid cells, the observed bursting point for various domain heights (square domains are considered) and different number of outer PML layers is listed in Table VII. Note that these observations are mostly of theoretical significance only. For the vast majority or practical applications, the observed instabilities are not a major concern since they appear at a time when all relevant data has been extracted. Moreover, cumulative errors such as numerical dispersion would render (otherwise stable) late-time results of little practical value.
VIII. FURTHER REMARKS
Although the OSG-F analysis above was done for 2-D, it is possible to generalize it to three-dimensions (3-D) by employing 2-D digital filters. These filters can be formed by superimposing two (geometrically) orthogonal one-dimensional (1-D) filters. The total number of filter points required is of order but this can be reduced to , if appropriate nonseparable filters are used instead. The extension of SG-DO to 3-D does not involve any dimension-specific operations. This can be done by defining the linear interface regions in (7), such as as planes parallel to the subgridding interface. Interpolation and decimation operations in (7) can be performed by simple 2-D averaging.
However, implementation of general materials intersecting the subgridding interface at arbitrary angles is not straightforward. Nevertheless, it is straightforward to implement problems where the dielectric interface intersects at 90 , by simply extending the material into both overlapping and auxiliary PML regions. In this case, the PML can be optimized for only one of the two dielectric constants, a small reduction in performance is expected.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, errors associated with subgridding have been identified and classified as i) aliasing, caused by D/I operations; ii) high frequency cutoff, caused by absence of the high frequencies in the coarse region; iii) numerical impedance mismatch. In order to combat i), multirate DSP methods were used to optimize the decimation and interpolation operations (OSG-F). Considerable improvements were observed using the OSG-F scheme, especially for small incidence angles, at the cost of a 1-D convolution operation. In order to combat iii), a phase compensation has been employed in conjunction with OSG-F.
We have also introduced an SG-DO strategy based on the use of overlapped and auxiliary subdomains that override the FDTD subgridding interface. These auxiliary subdomains are terminated by PML so that the direction of energy flow can be precisely controlled down to PML reflection levels. SG-DO has been shown to substantially reduce all three errors i)-iii) in SG.
OSG-F and SG-DO methodologies have been discussed and implemented in 2-D here. We are currently working on their 3-D implementation.
APPENDIX A MULTIRATE DSP DEFINITIONS
If we denote and as the DTFT of and respectively, the convolution operator is defined as with (8) By denoting as the subgridding ratio, the down-sampling operator is defined as with (9) and the up-sampling operator is defined as with if otherwise
APPENDIX B OSG-F FILTER CALCULATION AND COEFFICIENTS
The OSG-F filter coefficients and finite impulse response least squares (FIR-LS) design commands used in the numerical tests are as follows (MATLAB commands): shown in the equation at the top of the page.
